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A safer transition for fossil banking    Executive Summary 

Executive summary

Bank supervisors have recognised the increasing financial stability risks resulting from climate 

change and warn of possible devastating losses from a disorderly transition. As fossil fuels 

are the main contributors to accelerating climate change and many of the assets associated 

with the fossil fuel industry will need to be abandoned before the end of their economic life 

(stranded) to achieve the transition to a carbon-neutral economy, banks’ exposures to fossil 

fuel assets should be a matter of priority for prudential regulation. Estimating the risks of po-

tential losses and designing appropriate rules to manage them is a key focus for prudential 

authorities around the globe. 

Finance Watch estimates that the 60 largest global banks have around $1.35 trillion of credit 

exposures to fossil fuel assets. At the moment, the climate-related risks associated with these 

assets are not reflected in bank capital rules to make sure that banks can cover future losses.

Applying a 150% risk weight – the risk weight applicable for higher risk assets under the 

Basel framework – to banks’ existing fossil fuel assets globally as a Pillar 1 capital measure, 

would be an important first step in cushioning banks against future financial losses on these 

exposures, an idea that legislators are beginning to explore. We estimate that for the 60 banks 

in our sample, this measure would require additional capital in the range $157.0 billion to 

$210.2 billion, equivalent on average to around three to five months of banks’ 2021 net income. 

This evidence suggests that increasing capital requirements for fossil fuel exposures in 

this way can be achieved without a reduction in lending capacity, which is important in the 

context of the sustainable transition. Finance Watch shows that the required capital gap can 

be feasibly bridged by retaining profits over short periods of time and supervisors should 

work with banks to establish plans to do so over a suitable timeframe. This would ensure 

that an identifiable category of risk is addressed in a timely way and is well managed from 

a systemic perspective. 

The current practice of not treating banks’ fossil fuel exposures as higher risk assets under 

the Basel framework not only encourages the continued build-up of prudential risk, but is 

also effectively a subsidy from banks to the fossil fuel industry, which we estimate to be 

worth around $18 billion a year, equivalent to under-pricing the credit risk by 1.3%. 
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1. Introduction 

Financing provided to the fossil fuel sector is associated with considerable climate-related risks 

but prudential capital rules for financial institutions acting as finance providers have not yet 

adapted to reflect these risks. This report looks at the banking sector and presents a quantita-

tive estimate of the potential capital increase required to reflect the higher risk nature of these 

assets. Specifically, we estimate the additional capital that would be needed by the world’s 60 

largest banks if prudential regulators were to classify banks’ exposures to existing fossil fuel 

assets, i.e. resources and reserves that are already explored and known, as “higher risk” from 

the credit risk perspective, under Pillar 1 of the Basel 3 framework for the prudential regulation 

of banks and apply a 150% risk weight.

We conclude that the additional capital required for such a reclassification would be relatively 

modest; for most large global banks, it would be the equivalent of retaining no more than three 

to five months’ worth of earnings, and in many cases considerably less. Precedent suggests 

this would be manageable without a reduction in bank lending; larger capital increases were 

achieved following the post-financial crisis reforms mostly by means of retaining earnings.4  

Policymakers in various jurisdictions are investigating how to integrate climate-related risks into 

bank prudential frameworks. Several consultations have taken place recently on this issue,5 

with possible approaches including:

• applying Pillar 1 capital measures such as, for example, sectoral risk weights and systemic 

risk buffers based on banks’ fossil fuel exposures, supplemented as needed by Pillar 2 

and 3 measures to gradually enhance banks’ own risk measurement and management 

capabilities, enhance transparency via disclosure requirements and include banks’ climate 
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risk management practices in the supervisory review process;

• using a “softer” combination of only Pillar 2 and 3 measures that would leave Pillar 1 

capital levels (applicable for all) on fossil fuel assets fundamentally unchanged and a 

significant degree of discretion over risk management practices to individual banks. In 

this case, supervisors’ roles would be to provide mostly principles-based guidance and 

to opine on the adequacy of banks’ practices and need for any supervisory capital add-

ons on a case-by-case basis. 

Finance Watch and many other organisations advocate for the first of these approaches for 

prudential reasons, specifically a sectoral capital requirement for exposures to existing fossil 

fuel resources.6 Legislative proposals for measures along these lines have recently been made 

in two jurisdictions.7

Pillar 1 of the Basel framework requires higher risk exposures to have a minimum risk weight 

of 150%, which national authorities can adjust further as necessary.8 With the increasing risk 

that fossil fuel assets will become stranded,9 together with the contribution of these assets to 

climate change and therefore to systemic financial risk,10 there is a strong prudential case for 

categorising fossil fuel assets as higher risk and so for taking an approach that includes Pillar 

1 capital measures, as provided under the Basel framework.

The legal and prudential reasons for this approach have been clearly set out already (see box 

below, ‘Background to the Proposal’).11 However, the practical implications – including the im-

pact on banks – have not been estimated as far as we are aware. This report seeks to fill that 

gap by providing quantitative data that can help policymakers to weigh the impact of a Pillar 1 

approach and consider how best to implement it.

The estimates in this report use public data which, due to the lack of sufficiently detailed and 

harmonised disclosure rules at the time this research was conducted, have been interpreted using 

a number of cautious assumptions. Researchers at central banks with access to supervisory 

data would be able to produce a more accurate and comprehensive estimate.12 Our methodol-

ogy has been developed with the assistance of an expert advisory group and is outlined below 

along with our data sources and assumptions.

As well as an estimate of the additional capital required, the research has produced two other 

interesting outputs: an estimate of the stock of fossil fuel exposures on global banks’ balance 

sheets as at the end of 2021, and the “implicit funding subsidy” that fossil fuel companies enjoy 

as a result of the under-capitalisation of climate-related risks, and thus under-pricing, of bank 

lending to the fossil fuel sector.

The rest of the report presents the results of the study, a commentary on how the 150% risk 

weights could be implemented, a brief conclusion, and a note of the methodology.
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Background to the proposal  

Finance Watch first called on regulators in July 2020 to adjust capital requirements by 
applying higher sectoral credit risk weights to banks’ fossil fuel exposures, in a report 
entitled “Breaking the climate-finance doom loop”. This landmark report explained why 
backward-looking risk models cannot account for banks’ climate-related financial risks, 
which are forward-looking and radically uncertain. It described the feedback mechanism 
between these risks and banks’ own lending for fossil fuel activities, the so-called “cli-
mate-finance doom loop”, which reflects the ‘double materiality’ of climate-related risks. 
The report called for two prudential measures under the Pillar 1 of prudential regulation 
to break this climate-finance doom loop:

• a minimum 150% risk weight (‘higher risk’ treatment) for bank exposures to 
activities related to existing (i.e. already explored) fossil fuel reserves (the subject 
of this report), and

• a 1,250% risk weight that equates to full equity funding (the so-called ‘one-for-
one’ rule) on bank exposures to activities related to new fossil fuel exploration 
and production or expansion of fossil fuel reserves, which are incompatible with 
limiting global warming to 1.5°C.

The precautionary logic of these proposals was adapted for the asset side of the insur-
ance sector in a May 2021 report, “Insuring the uninsurable”, which proposed reforms 
of capital rules in the Solvency II framework.

In a November 2021 report, “A silver bullet against green swans”, Finance Watch ex-
plained why capital measures on fossil fuel assets applied to financial institutions through 
Pillar 1 of the relevant prudential frameworks are necessary to achieve timely and im-
pactful outcomes in terms of managing the risk. It detailed the structural reasons why 
financial institutions’ own risk management and supervisory review (Pillar 2) and market 
disclosure (Pillar 3) on their own would be insufficient to protect banks and insurers from 
climate-related financial risks including, among other things, the mismatch of pruden-
tial and climate risk time horizons, insufficient maturity of other prudential tools such 
as stress tests, as well as lack of necessary forward-looking data to calibrate existing 
financial models. In the meantime, insufficient regulatory action leads to a build-up of 
climate-related financial risks and prospects for a disorderly transition. 

The ideas in these three reports13 have been elaborated in consultation responses to 
policymakers over the course of 2022 including to the the Basel Committee on Banking 
Supervision (BCBS), Financial Stability Board (FSB), European Commission, European 
Banking Authority (EBA), European Insurance and Occupational Pensions Authority 
(EIOPA), Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC), Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions (OSFI),14 and 
hearings before the ECON Committee of the European Parliament.15
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2. Results of the study

The objective of the study was to assess the impact of Finance Watch’s proposal to apply a 

150% risk weighting to banks’ credit exposures to existing fossil fuel activities. Finance Watch 

has also proposed a 1,250% risk weighting for exposures related to new fossil fuel exploration 

and expansion - the so-called ‘one-for-one’ rule (see box above). As the one-for-one proposal 

would affect only new exposures and have no impact on existing bank capital, the treatment 

of new fossil fuel exposures is outside the scope of this study.16 

This study was carried out by a dozen specialists according to the methodology detailed below. 

We will make our full dataset including detailed bank-by-bank results available on request to 

regulators and supervisors. We would be pleased to engage with the banks included in our 

sample to verify and challenge their respective data.

2.1. Stock of fossil fuel exposures on bank balance sheets

To be representative of the global and European banking system, the study covers the 60 largest 

banks in the world, including the 28 banks considered to be systemically important at global 

level and the 22 largest EU banks by assets. The banks included have combined balance sheet 

assets for 2021 of $92,264.8 billion globally. These assets represent more than half of global 

banking assets, and more than 70% of the consolidated banking assets identified by the Bank 

for International Settlements (which excludes China) plus the Chinese banks in our sample. Asian 

banks represent the largest part of our sample (44.1% of total assets) followed by the EU banks 

(24.8% of assets, whereby nearly half of the amount is accounted for by the French banks).

On this perimeter, we recorded from the same financial statements $6,435.9 billion in equity17 

in total for these banks, and net profits of $643.4 billion for the year 2021. Details by region are 

presented in Table 1 below. 
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The stock of fossil fuel assets in the banking book of banks’ balance sheets has been estimated 

using information from Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) where avail-

able and otherwise from sectoral breakdowns of credit exposures in annual financial statements, 

interpreted using a Distribution Key methodology established in the report “Fossil fuels new 

subprimes” (see methodology section for details).18  

We estimate that the 60 large global banks in our sample are together exposed to around 

$1,354.2 billion of activities related to fossil fuels, or 1.47% of the total assets of these banks. 

As a historical note, the financial system’s exposure to US subprime mortgages in 2007 is esti-

mated to have been a very similar amount, $1,368 billion, of which around a third was held by 

banks.19 Notably, the share of fossil fuel assets in 2021 is smaller on average for the EU banks 

compared to the banks in other jurisdictions (1.05%). It is with these amounts that we have 

carried out the calculations to determine the additional capital that would be needed by each 

bank, as well as the “implicit subsidies” granted to the fossil fuel sector. 

Table 1: Balance Sheet Data and Exposures to Fossil Fuel Assets by region (USD billions 

at Dec 2021)

Location

Number 
of banks 

in the 
sample

Total 
assets

Total 
equity

Total 
profits

Total 
fossil 

assets

Fossil 
assets 
/ total 
assets 

%

North America 11 18,904.0 1,470.1 203.8 241.4 1.28%

European Union of 
which 22 22,836.9 1,211.6 86.1 239.3 1.05%

Germany 4 3,071.8 159.1 5.9 22.8 0.74%

France 6 10,852.8 510.4 37.3 142.3 1.31%

Italy 5 2,769.5 170.8 7.9 16.9 0.61%

Spain 3 3,082.6 194.6 18.9 34.4 1.12%

Other EU 4 3,060.1 176.7 16.1 22.9 0.75%

Europe outside 
the EU of which 7 9,860.2 592.2 44.9 118.8 1.21%

UK 5 7,914.1 482.7 39.2 96.8 1.22%

Switzerland 2 1,946.2 109.5 5.7 22.0 1.13%

Asia 17 38,592.8 3,014.2 294.5 733.3 1.90%

Australia 3 2,071.0 147.7 14.1 21.4 1.03%

TOTAL 60 92,264.8 6,435.9 643.4 1,354.2 1.47%
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2.2. Additional equity required to apply a 150% risk weight 

The data in the previous section is then used to estimate the capital impact of Finance Watch’s 

proposal to apply a risk weight of 150% to banks’ existing fossil fuel assets.20 

The estimate is based on the difference between the 150% proposed risk weighting and current 

risk weights. To estimate the current risk weights, we have used the risk weights under the 

Standardised Approach for credit risk and applied an output floor as a proxy for the risk weights 

that banks use under the Internal Ratings-Based (IRB) Approach.21 As the results depend on 

the undisclosed credit quality of the assets, we have estimated both low and high credit quality 

scenarios. In the low scenario, we assume that each bank’s portfolio of fossil fuel assets has an 

average credit rating of BBB. In the high scenario we assume the same portfolio has an average 

credit rating of AA (see methodology section 2.2 for further details). 

Thus, for our sample of 60 banks, we estimate that applying a 150% risk weight to banks’ 

existing fossil fuel assets would require a total of $157.0 billion of additional capital under the 

low scenario and $210.2 billion under the high scenario, or $183.6 billion taking an average 

of the two scenarios. In aggregate, the average additional capital per bank would be $3.05 

billion, whereas half of the banks would see an additional capital increase of less than $1.81 

billion (Chart 1).

In aggregate, the additional capital equals between 2.44% and 3.27% of the banks’ total equity 

amount in each scenario.22 Taking an average of the high and low scenarios, the aggregate 

average impact would be 2.85% of equity (Chart 2). 

If banks choose to fund the additional capital from profits, they would on average need to retain 

the equivalent of 3.42 months of 2021 net income based on the aggregate data (the number is 

impacted by three outlier banks with either very low profits or very high fossil fuel assets). For 

half of the banks the capital increase could be covered from an equivalent of 2.71 months’ net 

income or less (Chart 3). In practice, banks would have much longer to respond because such 

capital measures are normally phased in over longer periods. 

Chart 1: Additional capital by bank (USD bn)
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Chart 2: Additional capital as % of equity
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Chart 3: Additional capital in months of 2021 net income
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Table 2: Additional Capital Needed to Apply 150% Risk Weights on Existing Fossil Fuel 

Exposures (USD billions, by region, average of low and high scenarios)

Location

Total 
additional 
capital by 

region

Additional 
capital 

per bank 
– regional 
average

Additional 
capital 
/ Total 

assets %

Additional 
capital 
/ Total 

equity %

Additional 
capital 
/ Net 

income %

Months 
of net 

income to 
fund

North 
America 27.89 2.54 0.15% 1.90% 13.69% 1.64

European 
Union of 
which

34.06 1.55 0.15% 2.81% 39.55% 4.75

Germany 3.19 0.80 0.10% 2.01% 53.87% 6.46

France 20.29 3.38 0.19% 3.98% 54.47% 6.54

Italy 2.30 0.46 0.08% 1.35% 29.17% 3.50

Spain 4.72 1.57 0.15% 2.43% 24.92% 2.99

Other EU 3.55 0.89 0.12% 2.01% 22.07% 2.65

Europe 
outside the 
EU of which

16.93 2.42 0.17% 2.86% 37.75% 4.53

UK 13.80 2.76 0.17% 2.86% 35.23% 4.23

Switzerland 3.13 1.56 0.16% 2.86% 55.13% 6.62

Asia 101.24 5.96 0.26% 3.36% 34.37% 4.12

Australia 3.46 1.15 0.17% 2.34% 24.55% 2.95

TOTAL 183.58 3.06 0.20% 2.85% 28.53% 3.42
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Chart 4: Additional capital compared with current equity and net income (USD bn)
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2.3. “Implicit subsidy” to fossil fuel borrowers 

The proposal would require banks to fund individual fossil fuel assets with more equity. For 

example, a AA-rated fossil fuel loan might currently be funded with as little as 2.4% equity or 

even less but under the 150% risk weight proposal would be funded with 18% equity, assuming 

on average a total capital requirement of 12% including buffers.23 Given the different costs of 

capital for bank equity and bank debt, this loan would become more expensive for the bank 

to fund and we assume that the additional cost would be passed on to the borrower to avoid 

reducing the bank’s return-on-equity (RoE).  

Turning this in the other direction, because banks are not currently required to treat fossil fuel 

exposures as higher risk assets, they are able to undercapitalise and thus underprice their loans 

to the fossil fuel sector. This underpricing represents a risk transfer to banks and a subsidy 

 Current equity          

 Additional capital       

 Net income (2021)
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to fossil fuel borrowers. We can estimate the size of this subsidy by multiplying the additional 

capital required to implement the 150% proposal by banks’ required RoE. 

Taking McKinsey’s forecast for bank RoE of between 7% and 12% for the next few years, this 

gives a subsidy in the range $10.9 billion and $25.2 billion. 

Table 3: Implicit Subsidy to Fossil Fuel Borrowers from Banks’ Underpricing of Credit 

Risk (USD billions)

Return on Equity

7% 12%

Subsidy in high scenario (AA-rated borrowers) 14.7 25.2

Subsidy in low scenario (BBB-rated borrowers) 10.9 18.8

This gives an average estimate of about $18 billion in implicit subsidies each year from 

the global banking sector to the fossil fuel industry. While smaller than other subsidies 

enjoyed by the fossil fuel sector,24 this subsidy effectively puts the financing of sustainable and 

transition projects at a disadvantage since their more favourable risk profile from the climate 

transition perspective is not recognised in the capital rules.  Expressed another way, the annual 

subsidy of $18bn is around 1.33% of the 60 banks’ total fossil fuel exposures. 

Remarks on the estimates

For the purposes of this study, we have not attempted to estimate the simultaneous cost reduction 

to banks achieved due to the decrease in banks’ non-equity liabilities (in particular, debt financ-

ing) that the additional equity would replace, although this would be a positive factor for banks.

The study looks only at the short-term capital impact of the proposal from the point of view of 

banks. It does not seek to quantify the wider social benefits of increasing financial stability by 

increasing the amount of bank capital available to absorb losses as climate-related financial 

risks materialise; however these benefits are likely to be significant.

The estimate in this report could be done with more accuracy by researchers with access to 

supervisory data provided at 2-digit or 4-digit NACE level and extended, perhaps using Cli-

mate Policy Relevant Sectors (CPRS)25 or similar methodologies, to define a broader scope of 

relevant exposures. 
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3. Notes on implementation of the proposed 
capital requirements

Transition period. As with most legislative changes, the implementation of a higher risk weight 

on existing fossil fuel exposures should be subject to transition and grandfathering provisions to 

leave banks time to raise capital and to amend existing financing agreements with customers, 

for example, to avoid loan prices increasing in ways that might affect previously agreed pricing 

covenants. The implementation schedule could therefore consider the maturities and covenant 

characteristics of relevant exposures as well as banks’ ability to generate or raise the additional 

capital without reducing lending.

The ratio of individual banks’ fossil assets to total assets may be a factor to consider in imple-

mentation, as the capital impact on each bank is in almost direct proportion to that ratio. The 

total fossil fuel exposure is around 1.47% of aggregated assets (Table 1) across all banks in 

the sample but varies for individual banks between 0% and up to 5% and the small number of 

banks at the higher end may need more time for implementation. 

Identification of exposures. In the EU, Pillar 3 ESG disclosure rules for banks have been in 

place since June 2022 (first disclosures to be submitted December 2022) and require disclosures 

at the NACE 2 digit level (e.g. banks would have to disclose exposures under NACE sectors 

“B.05 - Mining of coal and lignite” and “B.06 - Extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas” 

etc.).26 Once these disclosure improvements have taken effect, there would be little additional 

increase in the supervisory resource needed to identify and monitor the treatment of exposures 

that should be subject to a new 150% risk weighting, as the underlying data and categorisation 

of assets would already have been required and provided. 

Sources of the additional capital. While banks are free to choose how to raise additional 

required capital, we estimate that it would be possible for banks in the sample to meet the 
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additional requirement from retained profits on average in around three to five months. As this 

was estimated using 2021 profits, this time period may be different as bank profits change in 

future, for example it could be longer as a result of higher loan losses or shorter as bank profits 

increase in line with rising interest rates. In practice, we expect that regulators would give banks 

more time to implement the changes. As a historical note, when banks increased their capital 

ratios to meet Basel III requirements after the financial crisis in 2008 – a much larger capital 

increase - large global banks did so by retaining earnings within a 18-24 month period, without 

a reduction in lending or total assets.27  

A further consideration is that some of the additional capital estimated in this study overlaps 

with capital increases that banks need to achieve anyway as part of the final implementation of 

Basel 3, in particular due to the phased implementation among EU banks of the output floor. 

In our model, if the output floor were applied at the final rate of 72.5% instead of the 50% tran-

sitional rate, the additional capital would be around 10% lower, suggesting an average overlap 

of around 10%. Refer to Section 2.2 of the methodology detailed below. 

The fear that a 150% capital requirement on fossil fuel assets might lead to destabilising asset 

sales should be seen in the context of the relatively modest impact in terms of additional capital 

required, as estimated in this study, and the ability of regulators and supervisors to implement 

the change gradually, over suitably calibrated time periods. 

We have assumed a static balance sheet. In practice, if fossil fuel lending generates a lower 

return on equity while representing higher risk, then banks may choose to reallocate capital to 

other industry sectors. This could include lending to existing fossil fuel clients to support their 

transition to more sustainable business models provided it is separately identified, for example by 

providing project finance for renewable energy assets. To the extent that a reallocation occurs, 

it would reduce the need for additional capital and any negative impact on banks’ RoE, while 

increasing the amount of bank capital available for other activities, including to fund transition 

activities and renewable energy. 

Financial stability at the heart of prudential rules. The proposed 150% risk weight is a 

partially qualitative prudential measure for higher risk assets where there is an increasing and 

clearly identifiable risk that affects a well-defined and limited group of assets / exposures, 

based on the existing treatment of higher risk assets.28 This prudential measure would thus 

help to ensure that underpriced risks are priced in more accurately29 and that risks currently 

pushed on to banks’ creditors and eventually taxpayers (in case of bankruptcy/ bail-out) are 

internalised, and would be fully in line with both the purpose of prudential rules and regulators’ 

core mandates on financial stability. It is important to note, however, that the measure would 

not prevent fossil fuel lending and banks would still be free to lend to fossil fuel companies 

at market prices. 

A Pillar 1 requirement of 150% risk weight for fossil fuel exposures could be further adjusted in 

the future as more data emerges about climate-related risks or about the assets in question. 

Further, the requirement leaves room for additional Pillar 2 measures, for example to reflect 
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concentration risk, the quality of bank clients’ transition plans, and to address climate-related 

risks in sectors beyond fossil fuels.

Dynamic effects - containing fire sales. Given the interconnectedness and potential for 

spillover effects within the financial system, increasing capital requirements for a clearly defined 

and limited scope of exposures subject to transition risk would be an effective tool to mitigate 

the risk, as it can prevent cascading effects of depreciating assets and fire sale dynamics. If 

triggered, the latter might lead to much larger losses in the banking sector but could be largely 

avoided through the use of targeted capital measures, as was shown by Alessi et al. in a recent 

paper using data for the EU banking sector.30 

Pillar 1 measures as the most feasible and impactful. There are also some practical 

advantages to a Pillar 1 approach, in particular given the current state of data availability and 

insufficient advancement in climate risk measurement and modelling methodologies. 

For banks, a Pillar 1 approach would provide certainty and a level playing field around the 

treatment of climate-related risk. 

For supervisors, a Pillar 1 approach should reduce the emphasis or reliance on Pillar 2 mea-

sures and so shield supervisors from regulatory risks and industry pressure relating to the use 

of capital measures applied under their supervisory discretion: any Pillar 2 add-ons might lead 

to challenges from banks around data and quantification methodologies and will likely lead to 

inconsistent outcomes across banks, as banks will have incentives to downplay the risk and are 

likely to optimise for return on equity instead of managing climate-related prudential risks. A Pillar 

1 approach would lessen supervisors’ need to rely on supervisory add-ons in case banks internal 

models are found to be inadequate and would also reduce the likelihood of supervisors facing 

criticism in the future if they were perceived as not having taken sufficient action under Pillar 2. 

For the financial system, a Pillar 1 approach would help to reduce the period in which climate-re-

lated risks can build up by helping to address and more adequately capitalise identifiable risks, 

which would lower the likelihood of a disorderly and costly transition in the longer term.

Overall, it should reduce the possibility of regulators facing legal or other challenges for allowing 

climate risks to be under-capitalised contrary to core prudential mandates.
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4. Conclusion 

Financing fossil fuel is an increasingly risky business. Failing to account for the growing prudential 

risks could lead to their build-up in the banking system and jeopardise the stability of the whole 

financial system when these risks materialise, as banks’ available own resources might not be 

sufficient to absorb losses.

Although the risks are big, the capital needed to begin addressing them via prudential rules is 

relatively small. Based on the quantitative results in this study, the additional capital that would 

be required if policymakers were to apply a 150% risk weight to banks’ existing fossil fuel expo-

sures, in line with categorising them as higher risk assets under Pillar 1 of the Basel framework, is 

cautiously estimated at between three and five months profits on average and appears feasible. 

Supervisors can work with banks to establish plans to bridge the required capital shortfall over 

a reasonable timeframe without harming banks’ ability to lend. 
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Methodology 

1. Sample and coverage of global banking assets   

We have aimed to achieve a representative coverage of the global banking system. We took 

into account the world’s largest banks according to the Banking On Climate Chaos (BOCC)31 

report as well as the banks in the European Union with the most significant assets according 

to the Standard & Poor’s database,32 of which seven institutions had to be excluded due to the 

lack of data available over the past two years on their commitments in the fossil fuel sectors.33 

The combined assets of the 60 banks included in our sample, converted to USD at the end of 

2021, were $92,264.8 billion.

The Bank for International Settlements reports the consolidated banking assets of thirty coun-

tries at $100,119 billion,34, 35 excluding China. If the $31,013 billion of Chinese banking assets 

identified in our study are added to the banking assets in the BIS data, our sample represents 

more than 70% of those assets. 

Another estimate puts the total 2020 amount of banks’ assets worldwide, including the 19 

members of the euro area and 21 other countries,36 at more than $180,000 billion,37 of which 

our sample would represent more than 51%.

In both cases, it can be assumed that most banks of global significance are included and that 

our sample is therefore representative of the global banking system. 

Bank covered in the sample:

North America

JPMorgan Chase

Bank of America ML

Citigroup

Wells Fargo

Royal Bank of Canada

Scotia Bank

TD Bank Financial Group

Morgan Stanley

Goldman Sachs

Bank of Montreal

Canadian Imperial Bank of 

Commerce

European Union

BNP Paribas

Credit Agricole

Santander

Société Générale

BPCE / Natixis

Crédit Mutuel

Deutsche Bank

ING

UniCredit

BBVA

Intesa Sanpaolo

Commerzbank AG

Rabobank

Nordea Bank

Danske Bank

CaixaBank

DZ Bank

La Banque Postale

Landesbank Baden-Württem-

berg

Banco BPM S.p.A.

Banca Monte dei Paschi di 

Siena S.p.A.

BPER Banca SpA

Rest of Europe (excluding 

EU)

HSBC

Barclays

UBS

Lloyds Banking Group

NatWest Bank

Crédit Suisse

Standard Chartered Bank

Asia

ICBC

China Construction Bank

ABC Agricultural Bank of China
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Bank of China

Mitsubishi UFJ

Sumitomo Mitsui BC

Mizuho FG

Industrial Bank

China CITIC Bank

Shanghai Pudong Develop-

ment Bank

China Merchants Bank

China Everbright Bank

China Ping An Group

Bank of Communications

China Minsheng Bank

State Bank of India

Postal Savings Bank of China

Australia

Australia & New-Zeland Banking 

GroupWestpac Bank

Commonwealth Bank

2. Definitions and data sources

2.1. Balance sheet data and stock of fossil fuel assets

The ‘total assets’, ‘total equity’ and the ‘net income’ are taken from the banks’ audited 

consolidated financial statements to the end of December 2021, or to the end of 2020 for six 

banks where 2021 data was not available. 

The amounts are quoted in billions of national currency units and then converted into billions of 

dollars on the basis, with some exceptions, of the prices as at 31 December 2021.

The stock of ‘Fossil Fuel assets’, or ‘Fossil Assets’, are defined as banking book assets 

that are related to non-renewable carbon-based energy sources such as solid fuels, natural gas 

and oil, both conventional and non-conventional.38 We have targeted credit exposures related 

to the exploration, extraction, and support for the extraction of these resources (i.e. upstream 

activities), as well as the production of electricity from these fuels, but not distribution through 

main pipelines.

Distribution keys. Information on exposures related to fossil fuels has been sourced from Task 

Force on Climate Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) reports where available in sufficient detail 

or otherwise derived from sectoral breakdowns of credit exposures in annual audited financial 

statements using a distribution key methodology. The wide disparities in reporting and the broad 

sectoral categories used by banks mean that sometimes only a portion of an industry category 

in a bank’s table of credit exposures can be considered as fossil fuel-related. We have used 

distribution keys to make this attribution, based on economic indicators such as, for example, 

the share of fossil fuels in total energy consumption - which results in a distribution key of 

81.26% fossil fuel content in total primary energy consumption (world) for assets in the broad 

category “energy”, based on International Energy Agency (IEA) data from 2019. On the other 

hand, a 100% distribution key has been chosen for sectors that clearly correspond to fossil 

assets, such as ‘oil & gas’ or ‘coal’.39

SECTOR DISTRIBUTION KEY

Oil & Gas 100.00%

Energy 81.26%

Energy & Water supply 65.76%

Mining & Metals 27.30%
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Mining & Quarrying 79.01%

Electricity. Gas. Steam. ... WORLD 45.61%

Electricity. Gas. Steam. ... EU 28 28.09%

Electricity World 62.89%

Electricity EU 38.73%

Coal 100.00%

Source: Reclaim Finance

The fossil fuel data collected reflects low granularity of disclosures and there is a risk that our 

study either underestimates or overestimates the stock of fossil fuel exposures, and thus the 

additional capital. To mitigate this risk, we have made cautious assumptions when interpreting 

the available data.

On- vs off-balance sheet exposure. For reasons of data availability and consistency, and to 

avoid under-estimating the potential capital impact, all the fossil fuel credit exposures collected 

have been treated in our calculation as on-balance sheet and fully drawn, even in cases where 

data on commitment utilisation are provided, on the grounds that undrawn commitments could 

become drawn at any time.

Stock vs flow data. It should also be stressed that this dataset contains the stock of fossil fuel 

exposures on banks’ balance sheets subject to capital requirements at the reporting date and 

not annual flows of financing that banks arrange for the fossil fuel sector. Data about financial 

flows are available elsewhere, including in reports from Banking on Climate Chaos (BOCC)40 

and ShareAction,41 which include syndicated loans, project financing and underwriting. While 

highly relevant for analysing the role of banks in facilitating fossil fuel activities and the trends, 

flow data is not the relevant measure for estimating capital requirements. In particular, flow data 

in the BOCC report might include maturing exposures, exposures sold to other parties, as well 

as underwriting activities where the assets are distributed to third parties and not retained on 

banks’ balance sheets. 

2.2. Rating composition of credit portfolio – risk weights

Approximation of IRB ratings. Given that the banks in our sample are mostly large interna-

tionally active banks, we have assumed that all of them use the IRB approach. We have approx-

imated the risk weights determined under the IRB approach as being 50% of the risk weights 

applicable under the Standardised Approach for all banks except the US ones (explanation 

included below). This is to take account of the Basel output floor, which sets the lower bound 

for risk weighting of exposures assessed using internal models at 50%, which is the starting 

rate applicable in the phase-in period42 for the final Basel 3 output floor.43 

While we do not know the reality of banks’ IRB ratings, we consider 50% to be a conserva-

tive estimate. Taking the example of the EU banks, in its Basel 3 monitoring exercise per 31 

December 2020, the European Banking Authority (EBA) estimated that in the first years of the 

output floor implementation by EU banks, there would be no capital requirement increase until 
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the output floor reaches 60%. While we do not know how this applies specifically to fossil fuel 

exposures, this suggests that average IRB risk weights for EU banks are already above 50% of 

the standardised approach risk weights.44

Estimation of rating composition of credit portfolios. It is difficult to estimate the current 

credit ratings of banks’ fossil fuels exposures as banks do not normally disclose this detail. 

Therefore, we have performed a range estimation and calculated two hypotheses, “high” and 

“low”. In the high hypothesis, we have assumed that the average credit rating of the fossil fuels 

assets in a bank’s portfolio is AA, which results in an assumed current risk weighting for these 

assets of 20%,45 to which is applied an output floor of 50% to give an assumed IRB risk weight 

of 10%. In the low hypothesis, we assume that the assets are of lower quality with an average 

credit rating of BBB, which results in a risk weighting of 100%, or 50% after applying the output 

floor. Overall, this gives an assumed range of 10% to 50% for the current IRB risk ratings of 

fossil fuel-related exposures.

In reality, some exposures will be rated lower than BBB, for example some mid-market oil and 

gas companies that rely more on bank debt than capital market financing may have lower ratings 

and banks with a high exposure to such firms may have a lower average credit quality in their 

fossil fuel portfolios than BBB. These banks would have higher risk weights to begin with and 

would therefore need less additional capital than we have estimated (for example assets rated 

below BB would already have a risk weight of 150% under the standardised approach), which 

makes this a conservative assumption for the purposes of our estimate.

Treatment of US banks. The determination of the exposure ratings for US banks follows a 

different approach as US regulations do not allow for the usage of external credit ratings for the 

purposes of calculating capital requirements, therefore, at the time of our research, all corporate 

exposures are subject to a risk weight of 100% under the standardised approach.46 Further, 

US regulations apply an output floor to the total risk-based capital requirements equal to the 

“generally applicable risk-based capital rules” determined under the Standardised Approach. 

This output floor is set at 100% since the adoption of the Collins amendment in 2010. Howev-

er, the output floor does not cover operational risk and credit value adjustment risk and, once 

corrected for the methodological differences, it converts into an effective floor of approximately 

75%.47 It is therefore this figure that we have taken for the current IRB risk weights of existing 

fossil fuel-related exposures under both the high and low hypotheses for US banks.

Risk exposures beyond credit risk. Since the proposals, the implementation of which we 

assess, address materialisation of climate risk via credit risk, we have not accounted for op-

erational risk, market risk or credit value adjustment (CVA) risk. The 150% risk weight that we 

are testing represents credit risk weight and for the purposes of this study we hold amounts of 

other risk types unchanged. 

Total RWA and output floor. The output floor applies to the total risk weighted assets, which 

includes credit, counterparty credit, CVA, securitisation, market and operational risk RWA. We 

did not account for the fact that the output floor might affect different risk types and also risk 
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weights at asset level vs aggregate level. While this is a simplifying assumption, we do not ex-

pect that it would have a significant impact on our estimation, given that credit risk is the largest 

component of banks’ risk weighted assets.48 

Specialised lending. We cautiously assume that no assets have been risk weighted under the 

IRB approach for specialised lending (the supervisory slotting approach) and only risk weights 

for exposures to corporates are applied. To the extent that the use of the supervisory slotting 

approach usually leads to higher risk weights, for example for specialised lending such as 

project finance, this assumption would tend to overestimate the additional capital and can be 

considered cautious.

2.3. Capital requirements 

Basel 3 sets a minimum capital ratio of 10.5% of risk weighted assets, comprising 8% minimum 

regulatory capital requirement and 2.5% capital conservation buffer.

Additional capital in the form of countercyclical capital buffers – CCyB – may be required 

by regulators for the most systemically important institutions, however this rate is 0% in the 

countries concerned by our study at the time of writing.49

Systemic risk buffers are required for systemically important banks, either as globally sys-

temically important banks (G-SIBs) or domestically systemically important (D-SIBs), of which 

only the higher requirement is applied. 

The list of G-SIBs and applicable risk buffer is designated each year50 by the Financial Stability 

Board in consultation with the Basel Committee and the national authorities. Of the 30 banks 

on this list, 28 are included in our study.51  

The list of D-SIB is determined by each country’s regulators for systemically important banks 

at the national level. The rates are applied individually to banks in the EU,52 United Kingdom,53 

Switzerland54 and India55 or to all national banks in Canada.56 The United States and Japan do 

not have domestic systemically important banks, only G-SIBs. Australia has applied an interim 

3% D-SIB buffer to its largest banks to be achieved by January 2024, which we have applied 

following information from the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA).57 We have 

not been able to identify any buffers concerning Chinese banks58 other than those applying to 

global systemically important banks – G-SIBs.

For the banks in our sample, applying the higher of the applicable G-SIB or D-SIB buffer adds 

between 0% and 3% to the capital requirement. 

Taking the regulatory capital requirement and all the buffers together, the minimum capital ratios 

for the banks in our sample are between 10.5% and 13.5% of risk weighted assets. 
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3. Calculation of the required capital increase 

We have calculated the additional capital needed to apply a 150% risk weight on banks’ exist-

ing stocks of fossil fuel assets by working out the difference between banks’ assumed current 

risk weightings and the proposed risk weighting, and multiplying this difference by the required 

capital ratio and the estimated stock of fossil fuel assets. 

For example, Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC), which has the highest amount 

of fossil assets in our survey at $101.6 billion, has a total capital requirement including buffers 

of 12% of risk weighted assets. In the high scenario, where we cautiously assume that its fossil 

fuel assets have an average credit rating of AA, applying a 150% risk weight compared with an 

assumed IRB risk weight of 10% would result in an additional capital need of US$17.1 billion: 

 101.6 * (150% - 10%) * 12% = 17.1

This is equivalent to just under four months of the bank’s 2021 net income.

In the low scenario, where we assume that ICBC’s fossil fuel assets have an average credit 

rating of BBB, applying a 150% risk weight compared with an assumed IRB risk weight of 50% 

would result in an additional capital need of US$12.2 billion:

 101.6 * (150% - 50%) * 12% = 12.2

This is equivalent to about two and half months of the bank’s 2021 net income.

For comparison purposes, the amounts of additional capital are presented together with the 

bank’s total assets, total equity, net income in the previous year, and the number of months it 

would take each bank to cover the additional capital from its net income should it decide to fund 

the additional capital from retained earnings. For ease of presentation, we have then aggregated 

these results by region, using an average of the estimates from the high and low scenarios.

4. Calculation of the “implicit subsidy”

The last calculation in the study seeks to put a figure on the implicit subsidy that banks are cur-

rently providing to fossil fuel companies as a result of under-capitalising, and thus under-pricing, 

their fossil fuel credit exposures. The assumptions in this calculation include that a risk weight 

of 150% is sufficient to capture the prudential risk associated with existing fossil fuel exposures, 

that the additional capital needed would be remunerated at banks’ required Return on Equity 

(RoE), and that banks would pass the cost of this fully on to their fossil fuel clients without re-

ducing their exposure to the sector.  

We have used a range of 7% and 12% for the required RoE, based on the 2025 forecasts in 

McKinsey’s Global Banking Annual Review (up from an average of 7% to 8% in the period 2010 

to 2020).59 We have calculated a low estimate for the subsidy based on 7% RoE and the low 

scenario (BBB) and a high estimate for the subsidy based on 12% RoE and the high scenario 

(AA). We have not deducted the savings that banks would make from no longer having to re-

munerate the liabilities replaced by the additional capital. 
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